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Abstract 
The unification of simply typed A-terms modulo the rules of P- and 7-conversions is often called 
"higher-order" unification because of the possible presence of variables of functional type. This 
kind of unification is undecidable in general and if unifiers exist, most general unifiers may not 
exist. In this paper, we show that such unification problems can be coded as a query of the logic 
programming language LA in a natural and clear fashion. In a sense, the translation only involves 
explicitly axiomatizing in LA the notions of equality and substitution of the simply typed A-calculus: 
the rest of the unification process can be viewed as simply an interpreter of LA searching for proofs 
using those axioms. 
1 Introduction 
Various recent computer systems require typed A-terms to be unified. For example, the theorem 
proving systems TPS [I] and Isabelle [14] and the logic programming language AProlog [13] all 
require unification of simply typed A-terms. The logic programming language Elf [15], based on the 
type system LF [5], requires a similar operation for dependent typed A-terms. Flexible implemen- 
tations of type systems will probably need to employ various aspects of such unification. 
In order to  avoid using the very vague and over used adjective "higher-order," we shall refer to 
the problem of unifying simply typed A-terms modulo P- and 7-conversion as pq-unification. There 
have been several presentations of pq-unification. One of the first to  have been implemented in 
numerous systems was given by Huet in [7]. Snyder and Gallier in [16] and the author in [ll] follow 
Huet's presentation closely except that details of the search for unifiers are made more declarative 
using  lotions similar to the transition systems found in [S]. 
The presentation given here will depart significantly from those found in these other papers, 
although interesting connections between these presentations can be made. The most significa~lt 
departure is that the logic programming language LA [lo] is employed to assist in specifying Pq- 
unification. To a certain extent, the transition systems used in [S, 11, 161 could be formalized using 
'Appears in the Proceedings of the 1991 International Conference on Logic Programming, edited by Koichi Fu- 
rukawa, June 1991. 
first-order Horn clauses. The logic LA is more expressive than Horn clauses because it contains con- 
structs for the scoped introduction of program clauses and local constants. These scoping constructs 
are used to  address problems in handling the scopes and names of bound variables in A-terms. 
The logic LA is a weak subset of the logic underlying AProlog: it is weaker in that an implemen- 
tation of LA would only need to contain a kind of first-order unification while XProlog needs full 
higher-order unification. This paper is an attempt to understand exactly this gap and to show that 
the gap can be bridged completely within the weaker language in a very direct and declarative way. 
This paper is divided into the following sections. The next section motivates a. style of spec- 
ification used throughout the paper. Section 3 describes some basic aspects of the simply typed 
A-calculus and Section 4 presents two logic programming languages, hhw and L A ,  that we use 
for specification. Equality and substitution are given an LA specification in Section 5 .  The non- 
deterministic specification of Pq-unification is completed in Section 6. Some considerations for 
producing a deterministic implementation of this specification are given in Section 7. We briefly 
conclude in Section 8. 
2 Motivations 
Consider a simple, multi-sorted first-order logic that consists of the primitive types (sorts) S = {i, j )  
and signature (i.e., the set of constants) 
For example, the term (g (f a)  (g b a)) is a closed, first-order terms of type i over Co. Let copy, and 
copyj be the binary equality predicates for these two types (the reason for chosing the root word 
"copyn instead of, say, "equal" will be apparent later). The provable instances of equality for types 
i and j can be axiomatized using the two clauses 
(The subscript on a quantifier indicates the type the quantified variable assumes in its scope.) Of 
course, this description of equality does not provide any illformation about how equality is checked. 
It is a convenient specification, however, since it is actually independent of the signature used to 
build terms of these two sorts. A more detailed specification for these predicates given the signature 
above would be the clauses Co listed below: 
It is a simple matter to prove that if t and s are two closed terms, then copy, t s is provable from 
these formulas if and only if t and s are equal terms of type i over the signature Co. All the clauses 
in Co are essentially first-order Horn clauses. 
Given this formulation of equality, it is very simple to specify substitution in the following 
fashion. Let x : i be a "new" constant (chosen so as not to be in C,), let t be some closed term of 
type i over Co, and let s be some term over Co LJ {x : i). Then it is again an easy matter to show 
that the atom copy, s r is provable from Co augmented with the clause copy, x t  if and only if r is 
the result of substituting t for x in s; that is, Co U {copy,  x t )  t- copyi s  T if and only if r = [x H t ] s .  
This simple device of augmenting equality programs will be used frequently to encode substitution. 
Since copy will sometimes indicate equality and sometimes substitution, depending on the context, 
it was named for a more operational and neutral concept. 
Finally, notice that the structure of the signature of Co gives rise immediately to  the structure 
of the program clauses in Co. Thus, for each functional arrow -+ in the type of a constant, there 
corresponds two universal quantifiers and an implication in the program. Following this observation, 
it seems clear how to incorporate a constant of second order type into the specification of equality. 
For example, let El  = Co U {h : ( i  -+ j) -+ i). The A-term h (Aw. f (g b w)), for example, is a El- 
term of type i. Following the example above, the clause for describing equality for terms containing 
h should be written as 
As we shall see later in Section 5, this is the correct axiomatization of equality with respect to  
the constant h. This clause, however, is clearly not a first-order Horn clause since it contains an 
implication and universal quantifier in its body and because it uses quantification of the second-order 
variables x and u. 
The material in the next two sections provide a formal background by which the above obser- 
vations can be made precise and generalized. 
3 Simply Typed A-Calculus 
Let S be a fixed, finite set of primitive types (also called sorts). The set of types is the smallest set of 
expressions that contains the primitive types and is closed under the construction of function types, 
using the binary, infix symbol +. The Greek letters r and a are used as syntactic variables ranging 
over types. The type constructor --, associates to  the right: read r, -+ r, -, r, as r1 -. (r2 -, r3). 
Let T be the type r, -t - .  - + rn + 7-0 where ro E S and n 2 0. (By convention, if n = 0 then r is 
simply the type rO.) The types rl, . . . , rn are the argument types o f r  while the type ro is the target 
type of r. The order of a type T is defined as follows: If T E S then r has order 0; otherwise, the 
order of T is one greater than the maximum order of the argument types of r .  Thus, r has order 1 
exactly when r is of the form r1 -+ - - - -+ rn --+ r0 where n 2 1 and {rO, r l , .  . ., T,,) 2 S. 
For each type r ,  we assume that there are denumerably many constants and variables of that 
type. Constants and variables do not overlap, and if two constants (or variables) have different 
types, they are different constants (or variables). A signature (over S) is a finite set E of constants. 
We often enumerate signatures by listing their members as pairs, written a: r ,  where a is a constant 
of type r. Although attaching a type in this way is redundant, it makes reading signatures easier. 
A constant or variable of type r is a term of type r. If t is a term of type r -+ a and s is a term 
of type r, then the application (t s)  is a term of type a. Application associates to the left; that is, 
the expression (tl t2  t3) is read as ( ( t l  t2) t3). Finally, if x is a variable of type r and t is a term of 
type a, then the abstraction Ax t is a term of type r -+ a. If C is a signature and t is a closed term 
all of whose constants are members of C, then t is a C-term. 
If x and s are terms of the same type then [x I+ s] denotes the operation of substituting s for all 
free occurrences of 2, systematically changing bound variables in order to avoid variable capture. 
Terms are related to  other terms by the following conversion rules. 
The term s a-converts to the term s' if s contains a subformula occurrence of the form Xx 1 
and sf arises from replacing that subformula occurrence with Xy [x - ylt, provided y is not 
free in t. 
The term s p-converts to the term st  if s contains a subformula occurrence of the form (Ax t)tl 
and st arises from replacing that subformula occurrence with [x H t1]t. 
The term s v-converts to  st if s contains a subformula occurrence of the form A x  (t z), where 
x is not free in t, and st arises from replacing that subformula occurrence with 1. 
The binary relation of A-conversion is defined so that t A-converts to s if there is a list of terms 
t,, . . .,t,, with n 2 1, t equal to t,, s equal tot,, and for i = 1,. . ., n-  1, either ti converts to t,+l or 
t i+, converts to ti by a, P ,  or 7. Expressions of the form A x  (t x) are called ?-redexes (provided x is 
not free in t )  while expressions of the form ( A x  t)s are called P-redexes. A term is in A-normal form 
if it contains no p- or 7-redexes. Every term can be converted to a A-normal term, and that normal 
term is unique up to the name of bound variables. The expression Anorm(t) denotes the A-normal 
form o f t .  See [6] for a fuller discussion of these basic properties of the simply typed A-calculus. 
To define formulas, we shall now consider the following extension to terms. Let o be the type of 
propositions, where o is assumed not to be a member of S. A constant of type T I  -- . . - - T,  - o 
will be used to  denote predicates; that is, a predicate is denoted by a functional expression that 
takes its arguments to a proposition. The logical constants are given the following types: A, V , 3  
are all of type o -; o - o; and V, and 3, are of type (r  - o)  - o, for all types T .  We shall rule out 
quantification over predicates by restricting the type T in V, and 3, not to contain the type symbol 
o. We shall assume that the logical constants are not members of any signature. A formula is a. 
term of type o. The logical constants A,  V, 3 are written in the familiar infix form. The expressions 
V,(Az t) and 3,(Az t)  are written simply as Q,z t and 3,z t. A closed formula is a C-fornzula if all 
of its non-logical constants are members of C. The substitution operation and conversion relations 
on terms immediately extend to  formulas. 
4 Two Logic Programming Languages 
4.1 Hereditary Harrop formulas: hhw 
Our first logic programminglanguage, called hh", is based on two sets of closed, A-normal formulas: 
V ,  which can be used as program clauses, and 6, which can be used as goals or queries. The formulas 
in 27, denoted by the syntactic variable D, are those that do not ha.ve any positive occurrence of a 
disjunction or existential quantifier, while formulas in 6 ,  denoted by the syntactic variable G ,  are 
their dual; that is, formulas in G cannot have any negative occurrence of a disjunction or existential 
quantifier. 
In order to formalize a notion of backchaining over clauses of this general form, we need the 
following definition. Let P be a finite subset of V. The set of pairs /PIc is defined to be the smallest 
set such that 
if D E P then (8, D) E \PIc, 
if (I?, Dl A D2) E lPlc then (I?, Dl) and (I?, D,) are members of IPlc, 
if ( r , G  3 D) E (PIE then (I' U {G), D) E /PIc, and 
r if (I', V T x  D) E (PIc and t is a C-term, then (r , Anorm([x H t ]  D)) E \PIy. 
The following proposition has been used elsewhere to justify calling hhw a logic programming 
1angua.ge [9, 121. 
Proposition 1 Let C be a signature, let P be a finite subset of 'Dl let {GI, G 2 ,  3,x.G, Q,x.G) 5 6 ,  
and let D E V. Then the following holds for intuitionistic provability I - .  (When we write 2; P i- G 
we assume that 'F U { G }  is a set of C-formulas.) 
C; P I- G I  A G 2  if and only i f  C; P I- G I  and C ;  P k G 2 .  
C ; P t G 1 v G q  i fand  o n l y i f C ; P I - G I  o r C ; P k G 2 .  
C ;  P I- 3,x G if and only if there is a C-term t of type r such that C; 7' l- Anorn~([x  h t ]G) .  
C ; P k  D r , G ,  i f a n d o n l y  i f C ; P u { D ) t - G I .  
C ;  P I- Q,x.G i f  and only if C U { c  : r } ;  P I- [ x  H c]G,  where c is a constant of type r that is 
not in C .  
r If A is atomic, then C ; P  I- A if and only if for some r, ( r ,  A) E \PIc and for every G E I?, 
C ; P  I- G .  
This proposition in fact describes a non-deterministic interpreter for hhw. Moving from this 
proposition to  an actual deterministic interpreter for hh" is a difficult task. Various aspects of 
implementing a language like hh" have been considered in [3, 131. We mention a couple aspects in 
Section 7. In order to  motivate introducing the next logic programn~iilg language, it is illlportant to 
mention here that an interpreter for hh" will need to  perform P-reductions while looking for proofs. 
That is, although programs and goals start out in A-normal form, substitutions may cause them to 
become non-normal. Thus, references to  the Anorm() function in Proposition 1 and ill the definition 
of IPIc are necessary in general. It is because @-conversion can cause significant changes to a term 
that unification in this setting is very hard. The next language we introduce will be restricted in 
such a way that only a very simple fragment of general /?-conversion is required in the interpreter. 
As a result, unification in that language will be particularly simple. 
4.2 The sublanguage: LA 
A bound variable occurrence in a formula G E 6 is essentially universal if it is bound by a positive 
occurrence of a universal quantifier or by a (term-level) A-abstraction in G ;  it is essentially existential 
if it is bound by either a positive existential or a negative universal quantifier in G. Dually: a bound 
variable occurrence in a formula D E 2) is essentially existential if it is bound by a positive occurrence 
of a universal or negative occurrence of an existential quantifier in D; it is essentially universal if 
it is bound by a negative universal quantifier or a (term-level) A-abstraction in D. In the running 
of the non-deterministic interpreter described above, the essentially existential variables can get 
instantiated with general terms; it is via substitutions for these variables that new P-redeses can 
appear. 
Our second logic programming language, called L A ,  is based on two sets of A-normal formulas: 
D' C D, which can be used as program clauses, and 6' E 6 ,  which can be used as goals or queries. 
The restriction to determine the subsets intended is the following in both cases: whenever any 
formula in these sets has an essentially existential bound variable occurrence, say x ,  appearing as 
the head of an expression of the form (x t l  . . . t,) ( n  2 1) then t,, . . . , t, is a list of distinct variables 
that are essentially universally quantified within the scope of the binding for x. 
For example, if predicate p has type j --t o then the formula 
is an example of both a goal and program clause for hh"; it is only a legal goal in LA. As a clause of 
LA, it has a subterm occurrence (x y) where both x and y are essentially existential. Such a subterm 
is not premitted. All the formulas in Section 2 are in LA. Of course, first-order Horn clauses are 
both goals and clauses in LA. 
Given this restriction to  the syntax of program clauses and goals, the only ,!3-redeses that must 
be computed from within an interpreter for LA are those of the form (Ax.ilf)y where y is a bound 
variable that is not free in Ax.1CI. Such P-redexes are very simple to reduce: just cha,llge free 
occurrences of x in M to y. Given that a-conversion is available, this can be stated even more 
simply: a term t is related t o  s by Po-conversion if one is gotten from the other by replacing a 
,&-redex (Xx.lCl)x in one with M in the other. If the interpreter for hhw is given a program and 
goal of the restricted language L A ,  the only P-redexes that need to be reduced are Po-redexes. 
It  is proved in [lo] that the unification problems that arise from writing an interpreter for LA, 
say Poq-unification problems, are decidable and most general unifiers exists when unifiers exist. It 
is argued in that paper that the unification needed for LA is the weakest ext,ensions to  first-order 
unification that treats bound variables directly. 
5 Specifying Equality and Substitution 
Let t and s be two A-normal terms of type a. Define the following function by induction on the 
structure of simple types. 
Anorm(copy, t s) if a is primitive [t,S : a] = 
V, X V ~ ~ U ( [ X ,  u : all > [(t x), (S u)  : a,]) if a is a, -- a,. 
(This recursive definition is similar to that used in [4] to code a dependent typed A-calculus into 
hh".) For example, the expression [h, Ax.(g (x a)  a) : ( i  -- j) + i] yields the formula. 
Notice that the clauses given in Section 2 are exactly the clauses 
[ a , a : i ] ,  [ b , b : j ] ,  [f,f : i +  j], [ y , g : j + i + i J I ,  [ h , h : ( i - + j ) - + i ]  
It  is an easy matter to show that such a formula is always both a goal and a clause for LA and that 
the formula [t, s : a] is a Horn clause if and only if a is of order 0 or 1. The following proposition is 
stated here without proof. Its proof is a straightforward induction on the structure of proofs (which 
mirrors the structure of Pq-long normal forms [GI). 
Proposition 2 Let C contain at least the distinct constants c1 : a,, . . . , c, : a, ( n  2 0). Let 
t l ,  . . . , t, be C-terms of type a,,.. .,a,, respectively, and let C be the set { [ c i ,  ti : ail I i = 1,. . . , n ) .  
Finally, let A4 and N be C-terms of type T. Then C; C t- [ M ,  N : r]  if and only if A l  is a {el, . . . , c,)- 
term and (Ac, . . .Ac,.A,f)tl.. .t, 07-converts to N. 
From this proposition, the following corollary follows immediately. 
Corollary 1 Let  C be a signature and let Cc be the  set { [ c ,  c : a]  I c : a E Z} 
If A4 and N are C - t e r m s  of type r ,  t h e n  C ;  Cc k [dl, N : r] if and only  if ilf ,0q-converts to  
N .  
If A4 and N are C - t e r m s  of type a - r and r,  respectively, t h e n  C;Cc I- V,x([x,t : a] 3 
[ M  x ,  N : T]) if and only  if (Al t )  ,877-converts to  AT. 
Thus, it is possible to use the formulas [c, c : a] to help specify both equality (that is, Pq- 
conversion) and substitution. To illustrate how substitution can be axiomatized, consider the fol- 
lowing LA clause 
V i x ( c o p y j  x T I )  copy, (Af x) S )  I) ~ u b s t ~ , ~  Ail T S. 
(Here, we shall start adopting the (familiar Prolog) convention that essentially existential variables 
will be capitalized letters and that if any variable is not explicitly quantified, it is assumed to be 
ulliversally quantified or existentially quantified with outermost scope depending on whether or not 
the formula is intended to  be a program clause or a goal.) The type of subst,,, is ( i  - i) -+ i -+ 
i + 0. 
Assume for the moment that we have a Prolog-like interpreter for LA,  and consider attempting to  
find a substitution term for the (essentially existential) variable F so that the goal substi+ F a ( g  b a )  
is provable from this clause and the clauses in Section 1. Backchaining would cause this goal to be 
reduced to  
Vix (copy i  x a I )  copy, (F x) (g b a)). 
This goal is then reduced by introducing a new constant, say c : i, and then adding the new clause 
copyi c a to  the program before attempting to  prove the goal copy, ( F  c )  (g b a).  Notice that since c 
was introduced after the "logic" variable F was introduced, a correct interpreter for L A  would need 
to  make certain that F is not instantiated with a term that contains c. There is only one clause, 
namely [g,g : j + i -+ i], on which to backchain to prove this goal. Doing so reduces this goal to  
the two goals copyj Fl 6 and copy, F2 a ,  where the disagreement pair F c = g Fl F2 must still be 
solved. The first of these two goals ha.s exactly one solution, namely F, ti b, gotten by backchaining 
on copyj b b. The second goal, however, can be proved two different ways: by backchaining over 
either copy, a a, yielding F2 H a or copy, c a yielding F2 ti c. Putting these substitutions back 
together, we get two different solutions to the original goal: namely F I-+ Xw.(g 6 a )  by solving the 
disagreement pair F c = g 6 a ,  and F - Xw.(g b w )  by solving the disagreement pair F c = g b c. 
(The possible solution F I- Xw.g 6 c is ruled out since c is not permitted to occur free in the 
substitution term of F.) Notice, that these two substitutions are exactly the two solutions to the 
,077-unification problem Ii,, F. F a = g b a .  
Substitution can be axiomatized in a general fashion by extending the example above. Assurne 
that we have the predicates 
subst,,, : ( r  --. a )  + T -+ B + o 
for each pair of types r and a. These predicates are then axiomatized by the following clause 
scheme: 
V T x ( [ x ,  T : r] I) [(Ail x) ,  S : a ] )  I )  subst,,, M T S. 
It follows immediately from the corollary above, that,  when used in conjunction with the clauses 
{[c, c : a] ( c : a E C), these clauses prove (subst,,, A4 T S) if and only if ( h 4  T)  is ,B11-convertible 
to  S .  Now assume that M is of the form Xz.All. The computation of the A-normal form of ( h l  T) 
happens in two steps. First, T is substituted for free occurrences of x in M'. It is this step that the 
logical structure of the svbst clause makes explicit. The second step requires any newly introduced 
P-redexes to be reduced. This step is not made explicit in the code above: if it needs to happen, the 
meta-level proof operation must perform those reductions. Thus, the subst-clauses cannot generally 
be LA program clauses. For example, the clause specifying substitution at type (i -+ j) -+ i is 
This clause is not an LA program clause because the essentially existential variable T has an  occur- 
rence (T V) where it is applied to  another essentially esistential variable. New P-redeses (which 
are not Po-redexes) can be introduced a t  this point. In defining subst,,,, if the type T is primitive, 
then no new P-redexes will appear and the corresponding subst clause is, in fact, in LA (see the 
axiomatization of s~bs t ; ,~  above). 
It is possible to  axiomatize svbst completely in LA. Since it can be determined statically where 
/?-reductions will need to be performed within the computation of a subst goal, it is possible to  
replace the P-redex with an explicit call to  subst, this time at a lower type. In particular, if r is 
functional, then subst,,, will need to  caU'subst,. For example, the following is an LA specifica.tion 
of s~bst(;,j),~: 
Vi+j~(ViYViV(copyi Y V 3 VjU[s~bs t~ ,~  T V U  > copyj ( X  Y) U ] )  
3 copyi ( M  x )  S )  3 s~b . s t (~ ,~ , -~  A4 T S.  
Here, the positively occurring atom copyj (x Y) (T V) is replaced with VjU[su6sti,j T I.' li 3 
copyj (x Y )  U]: the P-reduction needed to  simplify (T V)  is made explicit by the call to .~u,bst;,~. 
The two implementations of subst prove the same goals. In this fashion, we shall assume that 
the predicates subst,,, are all axiomatized completely in LA.  The translation of a clause of hh" 
into a clause in LA given by this example can be generalized. We present a general translation in 
the next section. 
6 Transforming hhw Goals into LA Goals 
It is possible to systematically translate a goal in hh" into a goal in LA so that the proofs of the 
goal in hhw differ from the proofs in LA only in that additional subst and copy goaJs need to be 
established. Otherwise, all substitutions made in these proofs are identical. Since C; {Dl, . . . , D,) t- 
G is equivalent to  C; 0 F Dl 3 - .  > D, 3 G, it is enough to  restrict this translation to  goal formu1a.s 
only: it dualizes immediately for program clauses. 
For convenience, we axiomatize the predicates 
to do an n-fold substitution in the following way: 
As before, these clauses can be adjusted so that they are actually LA program clauses. 
A subterm of a goal formula G will be called a non-LA subterm if it is of the form (,Y t ,  . . at,) 
where n 2 1, X is essentially existential in G ,  and the terins t l ,  . . . ,tn do not satisfy the restrictions 
defining LA. The translation from hh" goals to  LA goals is by induction on the number of non-LA 
subterm occurrences. Let G E 6. If G is not an LA goal, then there is an occurrence of an atomic 
formula A in G which has a subterm of the form (X t ,  . . t,) where n, X and t , ,  . . . , t ,  are as above. 
Let y,, . . . , y, ( m  > 0) be the list of essentially universal variables that are bound in the scope of 
X's binding occurrence and that also contain (X t l  . . et,) in their scope. Let a,,  . . .,a,, be the 
types of y,, . . . , ym, respectively. Let H be a variable not occurring free in A and let A' be the result 
of replacing the occurrence of ( X  t l  . - tn)  with ( H  y, . . . y,). Let G' be the result of replacing A 
with either the expression 
~ H ( [ ~ ~ , Y I ( [ Y I ,  Y I  : D I D  3 3 Vo,,,~rn([l~rn, Y ,  : urn] 2 
substn X t l  . . . t ,  ( H  y1 . . . y,)) . . .)] 2 A') 
if A occurs negatively in G,  or 
~ H ( [ ~ ~ , Y ~ ( [ Y I , Y I  : a , ]  2 . . 3 ~ o . , , ~ n z ( [ Y m ,   :am] 2 
substn X t l  . .tn ( H  y1 . . . y,)) . . .)I A A') 
if A occurs positively in G. The resulting formula now has one fewer non-LA subterms. If we repeat 
this process until all such subterms are removed, the result will be an LA goal formula. The following 
proposition establishes a simple correctness property for this translation. 
Proposition 3 Let C be a signature, let Cc be the set { [c ,  c : a ]  I c : a E C } ,  and let G be an hh" 
goal formula that does not contain occurrences of any copy or subst predicates. Let G" be the LA 
goal that results from performing the above mentioned translations to the hhw goal formula G .  Then 
C;0l-G if and only if C;Ccl-G". 
Furthermore, if G is of the form 3,X.H then G" is of the form 3,X.HU, and for all X-terms t of 
type 7, 
C ;  0 I- Xnorm([X I- t ] H )  if and only if Z;CC k Xnornz([X H t ]H1') .  
In other words, answers substitutions are the same between these two goals. 
Consider the Pv-unification problem 
3i - iX[k(Av(m (S v)))  = k(Ay(X  (m. y ) ) ) ] ,  
over the signature { m  : i + i, k : ( i  - i) -i i}. This can be written as the hh" goal 
This query has one non-LA subterm, namely, (X (m y ) ) .  Using the above mentioned transformation 
leads to  the LA goal 
ViZ(eq Z 2)  3 3i,ilY3j,iH[Viy(copyi y y 2 s ~ b s t ~ - ~  X ( m  y )  ( H  y ) )  A 
eq ( k ( A v ( m  ( X  ~ 1 ) ) )  (k(XY(H Y ) ) ) l .  
Solving this query using the copy-clauses for the constants m and k, we find that there are an 
infinite number of proofs, yielding a sequence of substitution terms for X, namely, Aw.w, Xw.( f u,), 
Aw.( f ( f  w ) ) ,  etc. These are thus the unifiers for the original Pq-unification problem. 
7 Some Implementation Considerations 
The presentation of pq-unification given so far is rather simple and declarative. This is pa.rtly due 
to pushing lots of details concerning bound variables and search into an imaginary interpreter for 
LA, where, presumably, all these details must be carefully addressed. The eLP implementation 
of XProlog [2] provides an interpreter for both hhw and LA. Many details regarding how such an 
interperter can be built are given in the paper [3]. 
There are only two special implementation considerations that we would like to address here. 
Assume that we are designing an interpreter that uses logic variables and unification in the usual 
way to postpone determining substitution terms for essentially existential variables. Let t be a 
A-normal term of primitive type. We say t is flexible if its head symbol is a logic variable; otherwise, 
it is rigid. If a is a primitive type, a goal of the form copy, t s is classified as a rigid-rigid, flexible- 
rigid, rigid-flexible, or flexible-flexible copy-goal depending on the status of the two terms t and s. 
Given that copy is axiomatized only in the forms used in this pa,per, that is, as axiomatizations of 
equality and substitution, then we can conclude the following behavior for proving copy-goals. A 
rigid-rigid or rigid-flexible copy-goal can be used to  backchain over at  most one clause. These a.re 
therefore "deterministic" goals. A flexible-rigid goal may have several clauses to backchain over. 
Consider the case where the top-level constant of s is, say, f : i i i. Thus, it will be possible to 
backchain using the clause [ f ,  f : i -+ i]. There may have also been extensions to the program via 
subst-goals in which clauses of the form copy, x (f u), where x is some "new" constant. It is then 
possible to backchain over these additional clauses. Thus, flexible-rigid copy-goals give rise to the 
searching that goes on in Pq-unification: it is this non-determinancy that is reflected in the MATCH 
procedure of [7]. A sensible interpretation of such a goal is to  order these backchaining choices and 
to try one after the other using some search discipline (such as depth-first search). 
Consider proving a flexible-flexible goal copy, t s. Every copy,-clause in the program could be 
used to  backchain on this goal: there may be a large number of such clauses. Also, backchaining 
over a clause encoding a constant of non-primitive type will generate more flexible-flexible copy-goals 
and these may also be used t o  backchain over a large number of clauses. In certain cases, say when 
the only clauses for copy, are for constants that are of primitive type or when there are, in fact, no 
clauses for copy, ( a  is an empty type), proving such flexible-flexible copy-goals may not lead to an 
explosion in the search space. In general, however, a sensible approach to  proving flexible-flexible 
goals would be to  suspend them (using delay mechanisms such as in NU-Prolog [17]) and attempt 
to prove other goals in the hope that the flexible heads will be instantiated to make them rigid, at 
which point they could be resumed. Suspending such flexible-flexible copy-goals is sinlilar to advice 
given in [7] and to the treatment of /3q-unification in XProlog [13] and its current implen~entations 
[2 ,  31- 
. . 
As a final comment on an implementation, consider the occurrence-check in the usual first-order 
unification algorithm. This does not generalize directly when va.riables of higher-order type are 
present. For example, the unification problem 3iX3i,iF. X = F X has answer substitutions as 
long as there are terms of type i. For example, if a is of type i, then set F to Xw. w or to Aw.a 
and set X to a .  In our setting, however, it is possible to generalize the occurrence-check by a check 
on ancestor goals. That is, if the current copy-goal is subsumed by an ancestor goal, then it is 
possible to  fail the current goal without loss of completeness. In the first order setting where the 
clauses [t,  s : a] are just Horn clauses, this is equivalent to the occurrence-check. In the general 
case, however, the ancestor check is still a legitimate step although a simple occurrence-check is 
not. Thus, a reasonable implementation of LA when employed to  deal with /3q-unification might 
well have such an ancestor check to  stop this simple kind of infinite branch. For more esplicit 
information on generalizations of the occurrence-check to  017-unification, see [7, 111. 
8 Conclusion 
We have presented a specification of pr)-unification using the logic programming language LA. This 
specification approach simplifies the presentation of an implementation of 07-unification by allowing 
us to  focus on the simple declarative aspects of equality and substitution in isolation from details of 
search and the complex, low-level syntax of A-abstractions. These latter details are addressed by an 
implementation of LA.  Fortunately, a great many techniques and ideas from the implementation of 
various other logic programming languages can be used to  build such an implementation. Of course, 
LA is of greater interest than as just the basis for implementing /3~-unification. The translation given 
in Section G shows thai many AProlog programs can be translated to LA programs in a very direct 
fashion. Thus, an LA interpreter could be used as the core of a AProlog interpreter. 
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